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BY
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1. Introduction. The first three sections of this paper are devoted to proving

an analogue of N. Jacobson's Coordinatization Theorem [6], [7] for noncom-

mutative Jordan algebras with n ^ 3 "connected" idempotents which charac-

terizes such algebras as commutative Jordan algebras £)CD„,y) or split quasi-

associative algebras £>„(;i). The proof proceeds by using certain deformations of

the algebra and the base field which reduce the theorem to the special cases when

the "indicator" 0 is ^ or 0, and then using the Peirce decomposition to show that

in these cases the algebra is commutative or associative respectively.

Next we develop the standard structure theory, using the Coordinatization

Theorem to classify the simple algebras. The usual approach of A. A. Albert

[2], [3] and R. H. Oehmke [9] proceeds by constructing an admissable trace

function on the algebra 31 to show that ÎI + is a simple Jordan algebra, and then

characterizing the possible multiplications in 31 yielding a given such 3I+. Our

approach is in some sense more intrinsic, and has the advantage of dealing simul-

taneously with all characteristics different from 2 ; the results for characteristic 3

seem to be new.

Another advantage of using the Coordinatization Theorem is that it furnishes

a representation theory (in the sense of Eilenberg [4]) for the class of noncom-

mutative Jordan algebras. The usual theorems hold only for birepresentations

involving algebras of degree _ 3 ; counterexamples are given to show they fail

spectacularly for algebras of degree 1 or 2.

In this paper 2t will always denote a noncommutative Jordan algebra (not

necessarily finite-dimensional) over a field 3> of characteristic ^ 2. Thus for each

xe3t the linear transformations Lx,Rx,Lx2,Rx2 commute where Ly,Ry denote

the left and right multiplications by the element y. In linearized form

(1) IEX, E„] + \Ey,Fx] =0       ÍE,F = R,L)

(2) [Exy+yx, FJ + lEyz+zy, Fj] + [_EZX+XZ, Fj]  =0       (E, F = R, L)
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and these  imply  [1,  pp.   573-575]

(3) Lxy — LxLy   = Ryx — RxRy,

(4) LxLyiLx + Rx)+Ryx2   = Rx2Ry + LxyiLx + Rx).

2. Peirce decompositions. We recall here the usual facts about Peirce decompo-

sitions [1, p. 591]. If ee3I is an idempotent we have the vector-space direct

sum

(5) 3I = 3Io©ît1 ©3I2, % = {x|ex + xe = ix}

and the associated projections P¡ on 31; ; since these are polynomials in Le + Re,

and since

(6) rA,Fe] = 0   ifxe5I0 + 3I2, E,F = R,L,

it follows that

(6)* {Ex, Pj] = 0 if x e 3I0 + 3I2,       £ = R, L.

The spaces satisfy

%2cz%,   %% + %,%c %,   xe%=>xe = ex = \ix   (¿ = 0,2)

(7)
x,ye%, =>xy 4- yxe3I0 4- 3I2-

If e = E"„ie( is the sum of orthogonal idempotents we have the Peirce decom-

position

(8) 3i= è %
¡,J" = 0

where if all indices are distinct we have

9ïoo   = {x | ex -1- xe = 0},    3I;¡ = {x | epc 4- xef = ex 4- xe = 2x},

(8)*       ^'°    = ^ Ie¡X + ** = eX + Xe = X^ = ^0i'

%j = {x | e¡x + xe¡ = eyx 4- xe; = x} = 3I,;,

x63Iy =>e¡x = xe¡   (even if i=j¥= 0).

We have the associated projection PtJ on 3Iy, and for distinct indices

$&C   3l;i,      31^4-3^31^31,,,

(9)

*ü*j* + «y**y cz 31,.,,   31?- <= 31,, + 3Iy + 31,.,,
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while all other products are zero. Note that 3Í00 = 3Í¡0 = 0 if e = 1 is the iden-

tity of 31.

Lemma  1.   If x, y e 3I0 and z, w e tyt, in (5) then

(10) eiyz 4- zy) = zy,   iyz + zy)e = yz,

(11) P2{(ez)w 4- wiezj} = P2{zw},   P0{(ez)w 4-vv(ez)} = P0{wz},

(12) Lxyz = LxLyz + LyRxz,   Rxyz = RxLyz + RyRxz.

Proof. Replacing x by e in (3) shows LeLy = ReRy, so eiyz) = LeLyz = ReRyz

= izy)e = zy — e(zj>); the second part of (10) follows by symmetry.

Next, P2{iez)w + wiezj} = P2{iez)w + wz-wize)} = P2{wz + ÍLez-Rze)w}

= P2{wz + iLeLz — ReRz)w} (by (3)) = P2{zw}, and similarly for the other part

of (11).

Replacing y by e in (2) gives \Rxz+zx,Lj\ 4- [RZ,LJ = 0; allowing this to act

on y, and noting Ley = 0, we obtain RzLxy = LxRzy + LeRxz+zxy. But RzLxy

= ixy)z = Lxyz, LxRzy = x(yz) = LxLyz, and LeRxz+zxy = e{y(xz 4- zx)}

= y{e(xz 4- zx)} (by (6)) = yizx) (by (10)) = LyRxz. This yields the first relation

in (12), and the second follows by symmetry.

Lemma 2. If in (5) %l, <=■ W, is a subspace with %yi, + <Sfl,% <= %l, for

i = 0,2 then % = P^ll, + %1l,} is an ideal in %.

Proof. To prove Ex{%} <= % for x e 31;, £ = R, L it suffices (by definition of

%) to show ExPiFy{yi,} c 'HI, for y e W.,, F = R,L. Putting z = e in (2) gives

0 = i[£„F,] + [£rFj + [JEw,Fj = (i-l)[£x,F,] + [£w,Fj using (1), where

w = xy4->'xe3I1 by (7). Since i - 1 ̂  0, ExPtFy{yi,} = PßxFy{yi,} (by (6)*)

c Pt{F^x{%} + EwFe{yi,} +FeEw{9l,}}czPi{FyW,} + EWW,}}4-FePi{£w{5t1}}
(by the assumption on 9LJ c P^F^m,}} + P¡{EW{%}} c % as desired.

Corollary.   If % = % then 33 = 9l0 + % + ^2 " «« »dea/ in 31.

Proof. SßRi + 9^31 c % + % + 9Î2 = 23 by definition of %, %imo + 9Î2)
4- (9Ï0 + 9l2)îti c 3Í! c 23 by (7), and 3I;(9t0 + 3l2) 4- (9i0 + M2)% c 5R0 4- 3l2

c 93 if i = 0,2 by (7) and the Lemma.

Lemma 3. 7//or A e O we define St^3 = {x e Uf^ | Lex = Ax} then for i = 0,2

we have %&** + W¿% c 3I[/].

Proof. If y e 3I¡ then by (6) Ly and Rj, commute with Le, hence with Le — XI,

so they leave ker(Le — A7) invariant; by (7) they leave 311 invariant, so they leave

invariant % nker(Le - XI) = 3Ï?1.

3. Algebras with connected idempotents. If Ae$ and e 6 31 is an idempotent

thene^](e) = 3It1A](e)4-3Ic11"Jll(e) is completely determined by <p = Xil-X); it
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can be thought of as the "eigenspace" of Le and Re corresponding to the "eigen-

value" <p. In (8) we set <%f= <&lt\ed <^&i\ej)- Then we shall say e¡ and e¡ are

connected if there is a </>e<D and u e ©//■'which is regular [6, p. 1156], [11, p. 19]

in the subalgebra 3t;; 4- Sly 4- SI,-,-; (¡) will be called an indicator of Sly. In this case

there is a v with uv = vu = e¡ + e,, and v = (u2)" lu e (Sl;i 4- Sl,-,)®[/]c (£f/] by (7)

and Lemma 3. 7n this section we assume 1 = £e¡ is the sum of n _ 3 connected

orthogonal idempotents.

Lemma  4.   All indicators have a common value <f>, and we have the relations

(13) Sly  = <®f ii¥=j),

(14) Sly    -    3I;A, 4- SLySI;* (ij, k * ),

(15) 31;;     =    P;;{3L*} (i # k),

(16) K   cz  %i+%at (i*k).

If e = ek then

(13)* %   = (£[«,

(14)* 31;    = P;{312}     (¿ = 0,2),

(15)* SI2  c St0 4- sr2.

Proof. Given i,j (not necessarily distinct) we can find k # i,j by the assumption

that n = 3 ; take e = ek, 9lx = &,ik\ek) in Lemma 2 where <pik is an indicator of

3I;t. Then there are u,i;6(£;/"t]c3l1 with e¡ = P0íe¡ + ek) = P0iuv)eyi0, so by

Lemma 2

Sly = e;3Iy + SI;/; C 3i03I0 + SI09Î0 <= 5Ro,   StyCzPy{5R0} . P^»,  + 91,31,}.

Now   31^) = 2¡**3IW by (8)*, thus by (9)  we see PU{%W,   +   91,%,}

= Pij{%tâî'k'+ ®\tk%k + %&fk" + &£"%*}■ This proves

JJ,y c l\ikï\.kj 4- HkjHik,

2I^P,{SIä},

and also that for i,j, k distinct

Sly c Cgy*'"1

by Lemma 3. Thus <£y = <j>ik for any distinct i,j,k and any choice of indicators,

so clearly they have a common value, say <j>. Then the previous formula becomes

These establish (13), (14), (15). For (16) let x,ye%k, zeSIy C/#i,fe). Putting
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e = e,- in (12) we see that the right-hand sides are in Sly by (9), so £2(xy) e Sly

for E = R,L. Then by (6)* with e = ek EzP,ixy) = P,Ezixy) cz P1{SIy} = 0. If

w = P,ixy) = Pikixy) then zw = wz = 0 for all z £ Sly. But by connectivity we

can find u,ve Sly with uv = vu = e¡ 4- e,, so by (12) Le.w = Re¡w = 0, w = 0, and

xye 31;; 4- SIfcfc. (13)* follows from (13) and the above characterization of Sl^eJ,

and similarly (14)* follows from (14) and (15), while (15)* follows from (14)

and (16).

The <p e <E>, which is uniquely determined by the algebra 31, will be called the

indicator of 31.

Lemma   5.   If the indicator is <p = \ then 31 is commutative.

Proof. Let 33 = {x | Lx = Rx} ; if x, y e 33 then by (3) Lxy — Rxy = Lxy — Ryx

= LxLy - RxRy = LxLy — LxLy = 0, and xy e33. Thus 33 is a subalgebra of SI.

We must show 23 = SI.

Now XÍÍ-X) = i implies X = 1 - X = \, so by (13)* Lek = Rek = ¿ 7 on St^e*),

and by (7) this shows Lek = Rek, and efce33. Hence P;¡{23}<=23 since Pu is a

polynomial in Le. = Re.. Since 3IK = P;;{31;2} by (15) it will be enough to prove

%k c 23 for i =£ k.

lïye%iek) (¿ = 0,l,2)thenfrom(3) with x = efcweget (LCk - \ U)iLy - Ry) = 0,

so ÍLy - Ry)% c 31;. Thus if ye%, then >>2e3I04-3I2 implies ÍLy2 - Ry2)%

<=3I04-SI2; but from (3) with x = y we get ÍLy2 - R^jSI = ÍLy2 - Ry2 )31

= ÍLy - Ry) ÍLy + Ry)% cz ÍLy - Ry)% cz Sii, so (L,2 - R^ = 0, Ly2 = Ry2, and

y2e23.

Given i^k there is j ^ i,k by the assumption n _ 3. Let xeSIy, ye 31,*;

then x.yeSIjie,) so xy4->'xe23 by the above. From (10) we see xy

= e¡(xy + j>x)e23, and then from (14) we get %k c 23 as desired.

Lemma 6.   7/ ine indicator is (p = 0 then 31 is associative.

Proof. ¿(1 — A) = (¡) = 0 implies X = 0 or X = 1. Letting e = et, (13)* shows

Stj = (£i°3 = SI1!03 4- Siyi Taking x = z, y = e in (3) gives

Rz = 0 on Sir if zeSIo,

Lz = 0 on 31^ if zeSl2

since Le = 0, Re = 7 on Sly03; dual results hold on 3lf1].

We must show \LX, Rj] = 0 for all x e Sty, y e SIH ; since n = 3 we see by (8)

that we can always find e = e,„ such that x e 3l0, y e 3l¡ (i = 0,1,2).

First consider yeSl!. Putting z = e in (2) shows [R,,,LX] = —[£,,,Le] for

y' = xy + yxe'H,; hence it suffices to show [Ee,Ry] = 0, and by symmetry we

may suppose y e Sli03. If z e Sl0 then \Le,Ry]z = LeRj,z = LeL2j; = LzLey = 0 by

(6) and the definition of Sl^3; if z e Sl2 then \Le,Ry]z = LeRyz - Ryz = (Le-7)Lzy

= 0 by the second formula above ; if z e Sl^01 then \Le, Ry]z = L^R^z c Le{3l2} cz 3l2
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by (15)*, and \Re,Ly]z = ReL,z - L,ze(Re - 7){St2} cz St0, so from (1)

[Le,Ry]z = [Re,Ly]z e Sl0 n 3l2 = 0; similarly [Le,Ry]z = 0 if ze 3l{1]. We have

thus shown \Le, R,,]3l = 0, i.e., \Le,Ry] = 0.

Next, consider ye Sl0. By (7) \_Lx,Ry]%2 = 0; by the first formula above and

Lemma 3 [L^RjSlJ0^ - Ä^3tS01«= £,,31^ = 0, and dually [L^RjSlS13 = 0.
Now let u, v e Sli ; then \LX, Rj] iuv) = x{iuv)y} — {xiuv)}y = x{uivy)} - {ixu)v}y

= ixu)ivy) — ixu)ivy) = 0 by the previous case where [Lz,Rw] = [Lw,Rj] = 0

for zeSto, we Six since x,ye3l0 and u,i?,xu,t;.ye2I1. Then from (14)* and (6)*

[L^RjSlo = [L^RjPolSl2} = P0[_Lx,Rj] {SI2}, and this last is zero by what we

just proved. Hence again [L^RJSI = 0 implies [Lx,Rj] = 0.

Finally, if ye Sl2 then putting z = ek in (2) yields 2[Lx,Rj] = 0.

4. Mutations. If 31 = (3£, • ) is an algebra on X and X e <D then the X-mutation

of SI is the algebra 3lw = (£, • ¿) where

x • ¿y = Xx ■ y + il — X)y • x.

Note that Sl<1/2) is just the symmetrized algebra 3l+.

The map T: A-»(A 4-1)/2 is a 1-1 map of <J> onto itself with inverse

T-1: A-+2A — 1, so in a natural way it carries the field <5 = (i>, +, • ) isomor-

phically onto a field 0> = (3>, ©,©) where

A0ii  =  T(r_1l4-r-V)=r(2l4-2|i-2) = A4-/i-i

1©^  =  r(T_1/l • T~ V) = T(4A/i - 2/1 - 2/i 4- 1) = 2Xp - X - p + 1.

O has zero element T(0) = \ and identity T(l) = 1.

Consider the double mutation {Sl^'}^; multiplication is given by

x • x,ßy = px'»y + (í- n)y • &

= {pX 4- (1 - p)il - X)}x ■ y + {píí -X) + XÍÍ - p)}y • x

= {X © p}x • y + {1 — X 0 /i}y • x

and so

(17) f>W=?[(i'').

If l^i then A has an inverse /i in O, so we can recover 31 from 3lw:

21 = SI«1) = H»-") = {3lw}("). However, if X = i we cannot recover 31 because

all mutations have the same Sl+: 3l(1/2)0l)= 3l(")(I/2)= 3í(,l'1/2)= Sl(1/2). Thus

we cannot so easily recover an associative algebra 31 from the special Jordan

algebra 31+.

Note that an ideal in 31 remains an ideal in 3l(A), so if X ̂  \ ideals in 31 and

3tw coincide. Since L(XX) = XLX + (1 -X)RX, R<A) - AR» + (1 -X)LX it is clear that

a mutation of a noncommutative Jordan algebra is again a noncommutative

Jordan algebra.
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As an example, a split quasi-associative algebra is a mutation 35(A) of an as-

sociative algebra 35. Then 31 is quasi-associative if there is an extension Q. of <J>

such that 3ln is a split quasi-associative algebra over Q: 3ln = 35(A) for XeQ.

31 is split if and only if Ae<£. It is known that the indicator <p = A(l—A) of 31

is always in O, so it suffices to consider only quadratic extensions Q = Í>(A).

These results were first obtained by A. A. Albert [1, pp. 581-584] although he

did not make explicit use of <E>.

Theorem 1 (Coordinatization Theorem). If 31 isa noncommutative Jordan

algebra with n ä: 3 connected orthogonal idempotents then either 31 = 35*A) is

a split quasi-associative algebra determined by the algebra T>nof n x n matrices

with entries in 35, where 35 is associative, or 31 = §(35„,y) is the algebra of self-

adjoint elements o/35„ relative to a canonical involution determined by 7, where

35 is associative if n > 3 and in any case is an alternative algebra with in-

volution whose self-adjoint elements are in the nucleus.

Proof. If the indicator is <j> = % then SI is commutative by Lemma 5, and

hence it is known [6, p. 1158] that 31 = §(35n,y) as above.

If <p = A(l - A) # i then A # \ has an inverse p in Ö. Let 31 = %M; the {ej

remain idempotents in 31, and since Le+ Re = Le + Re the Peirce decompositions

remain in the same : Sly = Sly. If x e %lj\e) then e • Tx = xe • x + (1 — z)x • e =

= {t<t4-(1—t)(1 —<t)}x = {t0o-}x. Since ,u0A=l, /¿0(1-A) = O we see

31^= StY], Sfi'-^Stf01, and so from (13) Sty = <g¿*] = è[,0]. By assumption

there are My,fy£Gy] with utJ-ßt>tJ = uij-vu — vij-uij = el + eJ, so e¡ and e,-

are connected in 34. By Lemma 6 31 is associative. Denoting ■ p by juxtaposition

(parentheses are unnecessary by associativity) we set eij = uue,v,j (where

u,i = v,i=e,). Then eijea-uí^íví}uíkeívn = ôJkuue,vu = ôjkea since (8)*

showseiVjjU^e, = v,jCjeku,k = Sj/p^ßi^ = Ô^e^/u^ = ôjke, (uu»„ = e^e,

if 1 # j, v„u, ,= ej). Thus eu are matrix units, and this implies 31 = 35„ for 35

associative. By (17) we obtain 31 = {St00}™ = 3la) = 3^A).

5. Structure theory. Throughout this section we will be concerned with finite-

dimensional algebras. A finite-dimensional noncommutative Jordan algebra is

simple it it has no proper ideals and is not a nil algebra, and is semisimple if it

is nonzero and has no nonzero nil ideals; the radical is the maximal nil ideal.

Theorem 2. If 31 is a finite-dimensional noncommutative Jordan algebra,

91 its radical, then SI/9Î is zero or is semisimple. Any semisimple algebra has

an identity and is a direct sum of simple ideals.

Proof. Clearly 3I/9Î has no nonzero nil ideals, so is zero or semisimple. We

now suppose 31 is semisimple.

Let e # 0 be a principal idempotent for a minimal ideal 3 cz 31 (such exist by

finite-dimensionality and the fact that 3 is not nil). By the Corollary to Lemma 2,
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23 = 9t0 + SI, 4- 9Î2 is an ideal in St. Now ee3 implies 3^ = (Le + RJSli cz 3,
so 91; = P;{312} cz P({3} cz 3, and thus 23 cz 3.

We claim 23 = 0. Suppose not ; then by minimality 23 cz 3 => 23 = 3, and thus

ee23. Let 23 =23n where Q is the algebraic closure of <D. It is standard that

e = H,e¡ is a sum of orthogonal primitive idempotents in 23 (i.e., for i =£ 0 in

(8) e, is the only nonzero idempotent in 23;¡; this implies 23 ;¡ = °.e¡ +3« where

3« is a nil subalgebra [8, p. 702]). Now e principal => St0 nil => SIq - nilpotent

=> Sto nilpotent => SI0 nil (nil and nilpotent being the same for finite-dimen-

sional commutative Jordan algebras [3, p. 553]) so 2300 is nil. It is well known

[1] that if xe23;o then P00{x2} nil implies P;;{x2}nil(2), hence Pu{x2} cz3„.

By (11) these span £„{§*>), so Pu{%} çz §u. Then e; = P,,(e) e P;i{23} czP;;{9t2}

= Pufâî} c P¡¡{23;o} cz 3;,. (since 3tx = f&, = S23l0) which is a contradiction.

From 23 = 0 we conclude 31 j =0, St = 3t0©Sl2; thus Sl0,Sl2 are ideals, and

by minimality Sl2 = eSl2 cz 3 implies 3 = Sl2 has an identity e. Ideals in 3 = Sl2

and R = 3t0 are ideals in 31, so 3 is simple and St is semisimple. Repeating the

procedure with 5\ we finally get St = ©3¡ as a direct sum of simple ideals with

identities 1,; then 1 =01¡ is the identity of 31.

Theorem 3. A finite-dimensional central simple noncommutative Jordan

algebra is either

(a) of degree 1,

(b) of degree 2,

(c) a quasi-associative algebra,

(d) a commutative Jordan algebra.

Proof. Since 31 is central, it is well known that 3ln is also simple for Í2 the

algebraic closure of <t. It is clearly enough to prove Sln is of type (a)-(d), so we

may as well assume <5 algebraically closed from the start.

By Theorem 2, 31 has an identity 1 ; since <D is algebraically closed, 1 = Ze

can be written as a sum of n primitive orthogonal idempotents. If n = 2 we have

the case (a) or (b). From now on we suppose n = 3. By Theorem 1 we need

only show the e; are connected.

Taking e = ek in the Corollary to Lemma 2 we see 23 = 9i0 + St! 4- 9Î2 is an

ideal; by simplicity 23 = St (23 = 0 would imply Slj = 0, 31 = 3l0© 3I2 would
have two proper ideals). From this we derive (14), (15), (16), (14)*, (15)* as in

Lemma 4.

Let cp e 0>. For i # j set 23y = «if , (£;,- = %ßtl 4- 23y3Iy, 23,, - I,#;?;;{(£;,•},
and 23 = ©23y. We claim 23 is an ideal. If I ¥> j, Sl23y + 23y3I c 23 follows

(2) If not, there is an idempotent 0 ^/6 3>[7>¡¡(x2)m] = í>[P„(^2m)] = *[jc2m] (where m is

chosen so that Poo(x2my= Poo(.x2)m = 0); then Lf commutes with LX,RX and fx = L/x

= Lf(Lx + Rx)e, = (Lx + Rx)L,e¡ = (Lx + Rx)f (since /e23*i) = Vx,fx = 0,/*[x] = 0,/2 = 0

which is a contradiction.
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from Lemma 3, (16), and the definition of 23¡;. To show 3123;; 4-23;¡SÍ c 23 it

suffices to show 3li/tP;,{(Ey} 4- P;,{£y}3l;fc cz 23. First suppose j ^ k. Taking e = e,-,

9îi = (£W]in Lemma 2 we see the left side above is contained in Sl09îo + 9îo3lo cz 9t0 ;

since 9li = Zi9t,Gy] = Z^,23y the previous case gives S19Î! + 9^31 = 23,

9î0 = P0{2l9ili + 9iîi2l}czP0{23}c23. Finally, suppose j = k. Let zePu{<ZtJ},

x e 3I;fc = Sly. By (14) we may assume x = Fuv for u e Sly, v e 2Ii( (/ # i,j exists

since n _ 3), F = R, L. But z e Sl2(e¡), u e 3l0(e;) so putting z, u, e¡ into (2) shows

[£Z,F„] = 0. Then £zx = EzFuv = FuEzv; by the case j # k we know £zfe23;i,

so F„E2t; e 3123,7 4-23;¡St c 23 by the first case considered, and thus £zxe23

for E = R,L. This completes the proof that 3123;; 4- 23¡;Sl cz 23. Hence 23 is an

ideal. Since <P is algebraically closed Le. has a nonzero eigenvector in %k, so

we may find (p with (E^f] ̂  0, and thus the corresponding 23 is nonzero. By

simplicity 23 = SI, and we have shown Sly = 23y = (£[/].

As we remarked in Theorem 2, 31;; = <£e; 4- 3¡¡ f°r 3u a nil subspace. 31;; is

spanned by the Pu{u2} for u e 31^ by (15), so there exists a u with

u2 = ae¡ + z¡¡ + ßek + zkk and a # 0. This implies (see footnote 2) that /?# 0,

so u2 is regular in St,-; + Sl4ji, hence u e3tifc = (è\k] is regular. Thus e¡ and ek are

connected, and we can apply Theorem 1.

Theorems 2 and 3 are due to R. H. Oehmke [9, p. 229] for characteristic dif-

ferent from 3. It should be noted that he proved Theorem 2 for the much more

general case of flexible power-associative algebras.

6. Birepresentations. A birepresentation of the noncommutative Jordan al-

gebra 31 on a bimodule 9JÍ is a pair ÍL,R) of linear maps a -»■ La, a -> Ra of 31

into the algebra =5?(9Jl,9JÎ) of linear transformations on the vector space 9JI which

turns the split null extension S = Sl®9JÍ into a noncommutative Jordan algebra

(multiplication in ß is defined by a-b = ab, a-m = Lam, m-a = Ram, m• n = 0

for a,be% and m,ne9Jl). Explicitly, the conditions on ÍL,R) are

(a) [La,Rj]=0,

(b) Lab — LaLb = Rba — RaRb,

(c) [Lfl,R„2]=0,

(d) LaLbiLa + Ra) + Rba2 = Ra2 Rb + LahiLa + Rj).

Clearly these are necessary by (3), (4). It is well known [10, p. 473] that (£ is a

noncommutative Jordan algebra if

[LX,RX] =0 = {Lx,Rx2]

for all x e (£. Writing x = a + m and expanding these relations, the terms in-

volving only a's vanish on 31 by definition of noncommutative Jordan algebra

and on 9JÎ by (a),(c); the terms involving two or more m's vanish since 9JÍ is an

ideal in G with 9JÎ2 =0; for the same reason the terms involving one m vanish

on 9JÎ, and they vanish on all b e 31 by (b), (d). Thus, the conditions are sufficient.
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Suppose 31 has an identity 1 and 9JÎ is a bimodule for 31; by (5) we have a

Peirce decomposition

<E = &0®&,®&2

relative to 1. Since 9JI is an ideal in S we have

9Jt =9Jt0©9Jt1@9Jl2

for 9JÍ; = P;{9Jl} cz (£,.. Notice that by (6) 31 cz (£2 shows the 9JÎ; are sub-bimodules

of 9JÎ. We have La = Ra = 0 on 9Jt0 cz (£0 for a e 31 cz ®2 by (6), so L= R = 0

on 9Jt0; 9Ji0 is a zero bimodule. On 9Ji2 we have R, = L, = I, so 9JÏ2 is a iunital

bimodule. W., will be called a special bimodule even though in general little can

be said about its structure; we have R, + L, = I on 9Jit.

An 3l-bimodule 9JÎ is irreducible if it is not the zero bimodule and has no

proper subbimodules, and is completely reducible if it is a direct sum of irre-

ducible bimodules.

7. Pathologies. Here we will show that for algebras of degree 1 or 2 the usual

structure theorems for bimodules fail to hold.

Example 1.<H = <&1, L, = T, R,=I— T where T is an arbitrary linear transform-

ation on a (perhaps infinite-dimensional) space X. (a) and (c) are trivial, (b) follows

from L,., - L,L, = T - T2= (7 -T) - (7 - T)2 = R,., - R,R„and(d) from

L,L,iL, + R,) + R,.,., = T2 + iI-T) = (7 - T)2 + T= R,.,R, + L,.,(L,+R,).

Thus (L, R) gives a special birepresentation of 31 on X.

Naturally all unital 3t-bimodules are completely reducible and all irreducible

birepresentations are finite-dimensional, but the above special bimodule need be

completely reducible and the enveloping associative algebra of the birepresenta-

tion need not be finite-dimensional. From this example we can construct unital

birepresentations of the semisimple algebra (S>e, ® 3>e2 which are not completely

reducible by setting Lei = Rei = T, Rei= Le2 = I —T. There are infinitely many

nonisomorphic irreducible finite-dimensional special Sl-bimodules, one for each

irreducible polynomial p(x) in í>[x] (take Tto be cyclic with p(x) as its minimum

polynomial).

Example 2. 31 = <51 4- 9JÍ is the Jordan algebra of degree 2 defined by a

bilinear form (m,n)on9JI.If {m;}isabasisfor9Jt,set L, = R, = I, Lm.= —Rm. = T

where again the T¡ are any linear transformations on X. The symmetrized bire-

presentation L* = (La 4- Ra)/2 is thus just the trace birepresentation a -* (tr a) I,

and this is always a (commutative) Jordan birepresentation. Now it is standard

[10, p. 473] that if (£ is flexible and (£+ is Jordan then® is a noncommutative

Jordan algebra; we have just seen (£+ is Jordan, so it only remains to check

flexibility, (a) is trivial since for a = XI + m, Ra = 2XI — La; (b) is trivial if

a or b is 1, and if a = m¡, b = m¡ then Lab — LaLb = (m„ mj)I — TjTj

= (mj, mj)I - Í-T;) (- Tj) = Rba - RaRb.
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Hence we have constructed a unital birepresentation which again need not be

completely reducible or have finite-dimensional enveloping algebra. But it is even

worse than that. Assuming the dimension of SOI to be greater than 1, let 3E have

basis {x„}nez and take T, = S, T2 = Sm, T¡ = 0 (i > 2) where S is the shift

operator Sxn = x„+, and where Smxn = 0 (if m does not divide n), Smxkm = x_k. One

easily verifies that Sm = SSmSm, and thus the birepresentations for different

choices of m are nonisomorphic. It is not hard to check that for m _ 2 the

bimodules are irreducible, and hence we have found infinitely many nonisomorphic

infinite-dimensional irreducible unital   3l-bimodules.

8. Representation theory. The pathologies of the last section show that we

cannot hope to prove complete reducibility of representations involving algebras

of degree 1 or 2, so we content ourselves with

Theorem 4. If St = ©31; is a finite-dimensional separable noncommutative

Jordan algebra whose simple summands 3t; are of degree _ 3 then every

'H-bimodule is completely reducible.

Proof. By separability it suffices to assume <J> is algebraically closed. Suppose

23 is any simple noncommutative Jordan algebra over <P with identity 1 = £e;

which is the sum of n _ 3 connected idempotents, and let 91 be a special 23-bi-

module. Relative to {e¡} the split null extension g = 23 © 91 has the Peirce de-

composition 5 = 0 gy by (8), and since 91 is special it has the Peirce decom-

position 9Î = ©9Î;0. By connectivity, for i,j,0# there are ul}, vi} e (£y*] with

u¡jV¡j = e¡ 4- e, (where (f> = A(l — A) is the indicator of 23 : A e «5 since <D algebraically

closed). Then %0 = (tiytfy)^ + %Á»ijV¡j) <= «Sf1 by (12) and Lemma 3,

hence

(18) 91 = &,*\l) = 9lCA](l) + 9lcl-A](l);

since 23 is contained in the Peirce space 52(1) relative to 1, Lemma 3 shows the

9l["](l) are sub-bimodules.

Now suppose 9JÍ is an Sl-bimodule, where 31 is as in the statement of the theorem.

Applying the Peirce decomposition (8) relative to the idempotent 1 = Zl¡

to the split null extension (£ = 3I©9Ji (where 1¡ is the identity of 31; — note

that I need not be the identity of G) we get

©= é ®tj>
¡,7=0

a«= é aw«,.

Since 31; cz (£„ we see by (9) that each 9Jly is a sub-3t-bimodule, so it suffices to

prove each 9Jl¡,- is completely reducible.
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9Jt00 is a zero bimodule, hence trivially completely reducible (with the irredu-

cible submodules being the one-dimensional subspaces).

9JÎ;o is a special Sl;-bimodule (i.e. the other 31,- act trivially). By (18) we see

9Jt;o=9Jlia]+9jl^-;i], so it will suffice if 9Wg] is completely reducible. If the

indicator of SI,- is 0 = \ then A = 1 - A = ±; thus L,. = RU = \ I on 9JU1/2], so

for xeSl;, Lx-Rx^Lx,u-R,iX = LxL,-RxRu (by (3)) = \ÍLX-RX),

hence Lx = Rx and we have a special commutative Jordan bimodule. This is

known to be completely reducible [7, p. 69]. If 0 # 4; we may mutate 31; so that

it becomes associative; ideals in (£¡ = 21;©951;^ coincide with those in its /¿-muta-

tion ip ^ ¿), so it suffices to consider the case where 31; is associative and A = 1.

Then for xe 31; we have Lx-Rx = Lx,-Ru,x = LXL,-RXR,. (by (3)) = Lx

(since Lu = I, R,t = 0 on 9J^0])- Thus Rx = 0, and from (3) Lxy = LxLy. Thus

we have an ordinary left module for the simple associative algebra 3l;, and this

is obviously completely reducible.

9Jl;i is a unital Sl;-bimodule; since St; has n _ 3 connected idempotents so does

©; = SI; ©9Ji,;. If the indicator of 31; is 0 = I then (£,- is commutative by Lemma

5, and 9Jl¡; is completely reducible as a unital commutative Jordan bimodule for

the Jordan algebra 2t¡ [7, p. 69]. If 0 ^ \ we may again perform a mutation

which reduces us to the case 0 = 0; then (£,- is associative by Lemma 6, and 9JÍ¡;

is completely reducible as a unital associative bimodule for the associative al-

gebra St;, [7, p. 61].

Finally, consider 9Jly (ij',0 #). This is special as an St; or St, bimodule, so by

(18) we have 9Ji;,=9JÍ^,] = 9Jí^j] where 0;,0,. are the indicators of 3t;,3I,-.

Thus 31; and 31,- must have the same indicator 0. If <f> = $, then as before 9JÎ,,-

is a special Jordan bimodule for the Jordan algebras 31;, 31,-, hence it is completely

reducible [17, p. 69]. The case 0 ^ $ may be reduced to the case 0 = 0, so we

may assume 31¡,SI,- are associative. By (18) it is enough if the sub-bimodules

9JIÇ;](1;)=9j4?](1.) and 9Jîi,0](l;)=9Jly1](l,) are completely reducible. As before,

on the first one we have Lxy = LxLy, Rx = 0 for x, y e SI,-, Ryx = RxRy, Lx = 0

for x,>>e3lj-; hence it is a left module for the simple associative algebras 31; and

31} (where 31} is anti-isomorphic to St,). By (3) we have [_Lx,Ly] = {Lx,Ry]

= \_Rx,Ly] = [0,0] = 0 if xe St; and y' e St,- corresponds to ve St,-, so the rep-

resentations commute, and we have a unital left module for the simple associative

algebra 31, ® St,- (remember <D is algebraically closed, so SI;, St,- are central). Thus

9JlyU(l;) is completely reducible, and similarly for 9Jîy0](l;).

Notice that the proof allows us to determine the irreducible bimodules by using

the results of [7] and [6].
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